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Abstract Information on past land cover in terms of

absolute areas of different landscape units (forest, open

land, pasture land, cultivated land, etc.) at local to

regional scales is needed to test hypotheses and answer

questions related to climate change (e.g. feedbacks effects

of land-cover change), archaeological research, and nature

conservancy (e.g. management strategy). The palaeoeco-

logical technique best suited to achieve quantitative

reconstruction of past vegetation is pollen analysis. A

simulation approach developed by Sugita (the computer

model POLLSCAPE) which uses models based on the

theory of pollen analysis is presented together with

examples of application. POLLSCAPE has been adopted

as the central tool for POLLANDCAL (POLlen/LANd-

scape CALibration), an international research network

focusing on this topic. The theory behind models of the

pollen–vegetation relationship and POLLSCAPE is

reviewed. The two model outputs which receive greatest

attention in this paper are the relevant source area of

pollen (RSAP) and pollen loading in mires and lakes. Six

examples of application of POLLSCAPE are presented,

each of which explores a possible use of the POL-

LANDCAL tools and a means of validating or evaluating

the models with empirical data. The landscape and
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vegetation factors influencing the size of the RSAP, the

importance of pollen productivity estimates (PPEs) for the

model outputs, the detection of small and rare patches of

plant taxa in pollen records, and quantitative reconstruc-

tions of past vegetation and landscapes are discussed on

the basis of these examples. The simulation approach is

seen to be useful both for exploring different vegetation/

landscape scenarios and for refuting hypotheses.

Keywords POLLANDCAL network �
POLLSCAPE simulation model �
Pollen dispersal and deposition �
Relevant source area of pollen �
Quantitative reconstructions of past vegetation

and landscapes

Introduction

The aim of this paper is to demonstrate the utility of and

need for the modeling and simulation approach as imple-

mented by POLLSCAPE (Sugita 1994), and to illustrate

the potentials of modeling with examples of applications

produced by the NordForsk (Nordic Research Council,

formely NorFA) research-network POLLANDCAL (POL-

len-LANDscape CALibration).

Pollen-analysis is one of the most commonly used

palaeoecological tools for reconstructing past landscapes.

The qualitative characteristics of the landscape are gen-

erally inferred from pollen percentage data, using the

indicator species approach (Iversen 1944, 1964). Alter-

natively, but less frequently, pollen accumulation rates

(PARs, often referred to as pollen influx data) are used to

obtain an independent index of the representation of plant

taxa in the vegetation (e.g. Davis 1966, 1968; Hicks and

Hyvärinen 1999) and have been applied in delimiting the

local presence/absence and abundance of selected tree

species in north-west Europe (e.g. Hicks 2001). However,

PARs are more often combined with percentage data to

assess whether changes in pollen percentages are genuine

or a product of the percentage calculation (e.g. Gaillard

1985; Gaillard and Lemdahl 1994; Snowball et al. 2001).

The precise quantitative reconstruction of past plant

abundance from fossil pollen records has been a primary

focus for many palynologists ever since the initiation of

the pollen-analysis technique, although it has also proved

to be problematical (e.g. Sugita 1994). To solve several of

the important questions posed within climate change

research, archaeology and ecology/landscape manage-

ment, there is a need to reconstruct landscapes in terms of

spatially defined forests, open land, pastures, cultivated

fields, etc. (e.g. Gaillard et al. 2000; Anderson et al. 2006;

Gaillard 2007).

In an attempt at achieving quantitative reconstruction

from fossil pollen data, a few palynologists have produced

models of the pollen/vegetation relationship (Davis 1963;

Andersen 1970; Parsons and Prentice 1981; Prentice and

Parsons 1983; Prentice 1985). Because of the limitations of

their application (Davis 1963; Andersen 1973) or the

complexity of their theory (Prentice 1985), these models

have been largely neglected or very little used by palynol-

ogists. The ‘‘correction factors’’ of Andersen (1970, 1973),

one output of such models, have been used more widely for

vegetation reconstructions from fossil pollen but, unfortu-

nately, also often misused. Sugita (1993, 1994) has taken

the modeling approach a step further by developing the

mechanistic model proposed by Prentice (1985), clearly

defining the pollen source area concept and proposing a

simple simulation approach, ‘‘POLLSCAPE’’, that all

palynologists can potentially use in their interpretation

procedure. Moreover, within the POLLANDCAL activities,

Sugita (2007a, b) developed the landscape reconstruction

algorithm (LRA), a research strategy that combines mod-

eling and a simulation approach in order to reconstruct

vegetation quantitatively at both local and regional spatial

scales using pollen data from small and large basins (lakes

or bogs). The LRA includes two models, Regional

Estimates of VEgetation Abundance from Large Sites

(REVEALS) and LOcal Vegetation Estimates (LOVE).

REVEALS quantitatively estimates vegetation (in propor-

tions of cover) in a region (C104 km2) from fossil pollen

samples in large lakes (C100 ha). LOVE estimates the local

vegetation abundance within the RSAP using fossil

assemblages from small sites (\100 ha) and REVEALS

estimates of the regional vegetation. REVEALS was vali-

dated and tested in southern Sweden (Anderson et al. 2006;

Hellman et al. 2008a, b, this volume; Sugita et al. 2008, in

press), and central Europe (Soepboer et al. 2008, in press).

The validation of LOVE, as well as applications of

REVEALS and LOVE in various parts of Europe are under

progress. In this paper we do not deal with LRA, REVEALS

and LOVE, but focus essentially on the utility of the

simulation approach POLLSCAPE for vegetation recon-

structions inferred from pollen records.

The POLLANDCAL network

POLLANDCAL is a research network that was supported

by NordForsk for 5 years (2001–2005) and still is active (

http://www.ecrc.ucl.ac.uk/pollandcal). It was launched in

February 2001 and adopted the approach of Sugita (1994)

as a working framework to achieve the goal of quantitative

landscape reconstruction, with the aims of developing the

approach, training a group of palynologists in its applica-

tion, and reaching the larger international community. The
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network includes research groups from 14 countries

(Sweden, Norway, Finland, Denmark, Iceland, Estonia,

Poland, UK, Germany, Switzerland, France, The Nether-

lands, Japan and USA) (Appendix). The long-term aim of

the network was to achieve a robust calibration tool for

quantitative reconstruction of past landscapes using fossil

pollen assemblages, and had two major foci: (1) the col-

lection of empirical data on modern pollen–vegetation

relationships, and (2) the use and development of models

and computer software. Within the first focus, syntheses of

published data were made, methodologies were standard-

ized, new data were collected, and collaboration was

developed to extend datasets across Europe (Broström et al.

2004; Bunting et al. 2005; von Stedingk 2006; von Ste-

dingk et al. 2008, in press; Mazier et al. 2008, this volume;

Soepboer et al. 2007a, b, this volume; Broström et al. 2008,

this volume). Within the second focus, the network mem-

bers were trained in the use of the POLLSCAPE model.

Moreover, user-friendly, highly flexible software was

produced (Middleton and Bunting 2004; Bunting and

Middleton 2005) and alternative algorithms for pollen

dispersal and deposition were developed and tested, which

lead to the HUMPOL computer programme suite (Bunting

and Middleton 2005). Finally, the simulation approach was

used in hypothesis testing, the design of research projects,

and in the interpretation of pollen data (Broström et al.

2005; Nielsen 2003, 2004; Nielsen and Sugita 2005;

Bunting et al. 2004; Fyfe 2006; Caseldine and Fyfe 2006;

Caseldine et al. 2007a, b). Besides the development of the

LRA (Sugita 2007a, b; see above), Bunting et al. (2007,

2008) developed the ‘‘multiple scenario approach’’ (MSA),

which uses a combination of GIS techniques, pollen dis-

persal and deposition modelling and analogue matching

statistical approaches to reconstruct likely past landscape

scenarios from fossil pollen assemblages. Progress made

by the network and information on its various activities is

published on its web-site.

Today, thanks to the LRA and MSA, we are able to

reconstruct past vegetation quantitatively, both as per-

centage cover in a specified area (regional vegetation:

C50 km 9 50 km; or local vegetation: RSAP of small

lakes or bogs), given pollen productivity estimates (PPEs)

are available for the study area. The network members

are still collaborating in a number of new research pro-

jects with the aim of collecting more empirical data to

obtain PPEs for the major taxa of the most important

vegetation types of the world, and to validate and apply

the LRA and MSA for vegetation/landscape quantitative

reconstruction. The network is now involved in the

IGBP-PAGES-Focus 4 activity in which reconstruction of

land-cover at the continental to global scale for the

purpose of global climate and environmental research is a

primary goal.

Theoretical basis for pollen analysis and quantitative

reconstruction of past vegetation: a review

Jackson and Kearsley (1998) and Jackson and Lyford (1999)

have produced reviews of the pollen dispersal models used

in quantitative reconstructions of past vegetation, and made

a thorough analysis of the assumptions and parameters

involved. Moreover, the key steps and basic assumptions

underlying the theory of the POLLSCAPE model are

described in several earlier papers by Bunting et al. (2004,

2005), Broström et al. (2004, 2005, 2008), Nielsen (2003),

Sugita (2007a, b), Hellman (2007) and Hellman et al.

(2008a, b, this volume). Here, we aim at summarizing and

updating these descriptions in a single review.

The pollen–vegetation relationship and ERV models

Many factors are influencing pollen assemblages in lake

and bog deposits and their representation of vegetation.

Parameters of importance are pollen productivity of the

source plants, and dispersal and deposition properties of the

pollen, both differing between taxa (Sugita 1993; Broström

2002; Nielsen 2003). The historical and theoretical back-

ground of the models of the pollen–vegetation relationship,

and of the Extended R-Value (ERV) models in particular,

is carefully described by Jackson (1994), Sugita (1993,

2007a, b), Broström (2002), Nielsen (2003) and Hellman

(2007).

The origin of the models we are using today is Margaret

Davis’s R-value model (Davis 1963). The R-value model

was designed to convert pollen percentages into relative

tree abundances (Davis 1963). However, the main practical

problem with the R-value model is the spatial scale for

specification of the plant abundance, i.e. the size of the

vegetation area from which to extract plant data. The input

of pollen from outside the surveyed area (i.e. the back-

ground pollen), if ignored, may have significant effects on

the estimation of R values (Parsons and Prentice 1981). It is

precisely this ‘‘background’’ pollen component that the R-

value model did not take into account, and the reason why

the model failed in its more general use. Because the

background pollen component varies between regions, and

with the size of the surveyed area, the R values will also

vary between regions. The difficulties encountered with R

values, both in theory and practice, resulted in very critical

and pessimistic views from many palaeoecologists in the

1960s and 1970s.

Andersen (1970) proposed a model that included a

background pollen component. But this model only applies

to absolute pollen loading, or some variable proportional to

this, such as PAR (pollen per unit volume of sediment and

unit of time). However, PAR may be difficult to obtain (as

it implies a detailed and reliable chronology for the pollen
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record), and has been demonstrated to be highly variable

between lakes and even within a single lake (e.g. Davis

et al. 1973, 1984). This explains why pollen analysts still

mainly use pollen percentages, either alone or in combi-

nation with pollen concentrations (pollen per unit volume

of sediment) and/or PAR.

Linear regression can be applied to pollen and vegetation

percentage data only if there are no dominant taxa in the

vegetation, which is seldom the case. There is the ‘‘theo-

retical expectation of non-linearity’’ of the relationship

between pollen and vegetation expressed in percentages

(Fagerlind 1952). This implies that the linear relationship

becomes non-linear when absolute measured variables

(such as pollen counts) are converted to percentages. The

Fagerlind effect has to be corrected in order to improve the

goodness-of-fit between pollen and vegetation data. The

ERV-model was developed for percentage pollen and

vegetation data, and expresses the pollen–vegetation rela-

tionship as a linear regression with its slope being the pollen

productivity and its intercept the background pollen com-

ponent (Parsons and Prentice 1981; Prentice and Parsons

1983). Furthermore, it is important to capture the ‘‘pollen

sample’s view of the vegetation’’ when modelling the pol-

len–vegetation relationship (Webb et al. 1981). Therefore,

distance weighting of plant abundance should be applied in

ERV-models. Distance weighting corrects for the fact that

plants close to the sampling site contribute more pollen than

plants situated further away. Unweighted plant abundance

has also been applied (Bradshaw and Webb 1985; Prentice

et al. 1987; Jackson 1990), but this only reflects the ‘‘pollen

sample’s view’’ if all pollen released from the vegetation

within the area analysed is distributed evenly (Jackson and

Kearsley 1998). The simplest way to weight the vegetation

is by dividing the plant abundance by the distance d

between the plant and the point where pollen is deposited

(pollen sample), 1/d (Prentice and Webb 1986), or by the

square of the distance, 1/d2 (Webb et al. 1981; Schwarz

1989; Calcote 1995; Jackson and Kearsley 1998). A more

sophisticated method, the taxon-specific distance weight-

ing, takes into account the dispersal ability of the pollen

grain of each taxon, based on the size, form and density of

the grain (Prentice 1985; Sugita 1993). Calcote (1995)

demonstrated that 1/d2 is a good approximation of the

taxon-specific distance weighting in the case of forested

vegetation in Northern USA. Broström et al. (2004) sug-

gested that the taxon-specific distance weighting is the best

to use when applying ERV-models to calculate estimates of

pollen productivity and background pollen in the case of the

cultural landscapes of southern Sweden.

ERV-sub-model 1 was introduced by Parsons and Pre-

ntice (1981). It assumes that the background pollen loading

for each taxon i is a constant proportion of the total pollen

loading. Prentice and Parsons (1983) proposed a second

sub-model that assumes that the background pollen loading

for each taxon i is a constant proportion of the total plant

abundance. Finally, Sugita (1994) proposed a third sub-

model that can be used if absolute vegetation abundance is

known. The three sub-models should give very similar

results if the background pollen loading is low compared to

the total pollen loading (Jackson and Kearsley 1998). Large

differences in pollen productivity among taxa and/or in

vegetation composition among sites may lead to less good

estimates from sub-model 1, whereas large differences in

total plant abundance among sites may result in less good

estimates from sub-model 2 (Prentice and Parsons 1983).

The values of the background pollen and the relative values

of the pollen productivity can be estimated from a dataset

of pollen proportions and vegetation proportions (or

abundances for sub-model 3) from a sufficient number of

sites within a given region using maximum likelihood

methods as described by Parsons and Prentice (1981),

Prentice and Parsons (1983) and Sugita (1994).

The Prentice model of pollen dispersal and deposition is

appropriate for describing the pollen–vegetation relation-

ship using pollen records from bogs and mires, where the

horizontal movement of pollen after deposition is negligi-

ble. Because mixing and focusing redistribute the pollen

originally deposited on a lake (Davis and Brubacker 1973;

Davis et al. 1984), Sugita (1993) modified the Prentice

model to estimate pollen deposition over the entire surface

of a basin. Sugita’s model provides a reasonable approxi-

mation of the pollen–vegetation relationship for pollen

records from lakes and ponds. Hereafter, the models

developed by Prentice and Sugita will be called ‘‘the

Prentice–Sugita model’’, because their functional structure

is similar, and their parameterization of factors and

mechanisms are only slightly different.

The basic assumptions for the Prentice–Sugita model

are as follows:

1. The sampling basin is a circular opening in the canopy

2. Pollen dispersal is even in all directions

3. The dominant components of pollen transport are the

wind component above the canopy and the gravity

component beneath the canopy

4. Pollen productivity is constant for each taxon

5. Spatial distribution of each taxon is expressed as a

function of distance from the centre of the depositional

basin

6. The crosswind-integrated deposition of pollen is

approximated by a function of distance from a plant

(i.e. point source) derived from a diffusion model of

small particles from a ground-level source (Sutton

1953).

Some of these assumptions are often violated in the real

world; most natural basins are not circular, some wind
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directions are prevailing, and pollen grains are not trans-

ported only by wind (Nielsen 2003; Hellman et al. 2008b,

this volume). Moreover, in half-open mosaic landscapes,

the height of the canopy varies from low in herbaceous

vegetation to high in forested areas, and landscape topog-

raphy affects wind patterns and pollen transport, especially

in mountainous regions.

The two models of Prentice and Sugita may be regarded

as end members of various situations, from no mixing of

pollen in the water column (Prentice 1985) to complete

mixing (Sugita 1993). Because models are always a sim-

plification of the real world, they should be tested and

validated against empirical data before they can be used.

The Prentice–Sugita model was validated within forested

vegetation of northern America (Calcote 1995; Sugita et al.

1997), mosaic cultural landscapes of southern Scandinavia

(Sugita et al. 1999; Nielsen 2004), and the Swiss Plateau

(Soepboer et al. 2008, in press).

The pollen dispersal-deposition function used in the

Prentice–Sugita model defines how a given abundance of

plants at a certain distance is registered in pollen records. As

already explained above, the same number of plants 5 m,

for example, away from the study sites provides more

pollen grains to the site than the same number of plants

1,000 m away. In addition, as the distance from a sedi-

mentary basin increases, the number of plants that

contribute pollen to a site also increases. The Prentice–

Sugita model is a simple mathematical description

expressing both phenomena (Sugita 1994, 1998, 2007c).

Sugita proposed two additional models for pollen dispersal-

deposition on lakes and ponds that improve the accuracy of

the pollen-loading calculation, the Finite Line Source model

(FLS model) (Sugita et al. 1997) and the Ring Source model

(RS model) (Sugita et al. 1999). In the FLS model, the plant

source is expressed as a line (or a line in the form of the

circumference of a circle) the length of which is a function

of the distance from the basin. In the RS model, the plant

source is expressed as a succession of concentric rings

around the pollen site, and pollen loading is obtained by

integrating ERV model calculations over these concentric

rings from the pollen sampling point (bog) or the lake shore

out to the largest distance of the vegetation survey. The RS

model has been implemented as the kernel of pollen dis-

persal-deposition in the most recent simulation studies

using the Prentice–Sugita model (e.g. Sugita et al. 1999;

Nielsen 2003, 2004; Nielsen and Sugita 2005; Soepboer

et al. 2007b; Sugita 2007b; this paper).

The deposition velocity of the pollen type has to be

known if pollen dispersal-deposition models are to be used.

It is assumed to be equivalent to the terminal velocity or

fall speed of pollen (Prentice 1985). It has been measured

for a number of pollen types (Eisenhut 1961) or calculated

according to Stoke’s law (Gregory 1973; Sugita et al. 1999;

Broström et al. 2004; Mazier et al. 2008, this volume). The

model assumes neutral atmospheric conditions, which

means that the turbulence parameter and the vertical dif-

fusion coefficient are constant values (Prentice 1985). This

assumption has been discussed and criticized by Jackson

and Lyford (1999), as unstable atmospheric conditions

should be more typical than neutral conditions during the

periods when most pollen is released. This question is

further explored by simulations and discussed in this paper

(Sugita, see below).

The pollen source area: ‘‘characteristic radius’’ versus

‘‘relevant source area of pollen’’

Because pollen grains can potentially be carried by wind

many metres or kilometres, it is difficult to define the

spatial scale of the source area for pollen in sediment.

However, ecological phenomena are scale-dependent.

Unless the spatial scale is clearly defined, pollen-based

reconstructions and interpretation of past vegetation and

landscape dynamics will not make sense ecologically

(Davis 2000). If vegetation is homogeneous, the spatial

scale of the pollen source can be calculated as a ‘‘char-

acteristic radius’’ (CR) from which a certain fraction of

pollen of a given taxon comes, for example 60 or 70%

(Prentice 1988; Sugita 1993). This concept is useful to

generalize the effects of differences in basin size and inter-

taxonomic differences in pollen dispersal characteristics on

the source area of pollen or the spatial scale of vegetation

represented by pollen records. Theoretical predictions of

the CR agree with empirical observations in general (Pre-

ntice 1988; Sugita 1993), i.e. (1) the larger the basin size,

the larger the CR, and (2) the more well-dispersed the

pollen type, the larger the CR. However, vegetation is

generally heterogeneous. To take account of the hetero-

geneity, Sugita (1994, 1998) proposed the concept of the

‘‘relevant source area of pollen’’ (RSAP), which is defined

as the area beyond which correlation between pollen

loading in a sedimentary basin and vegetation abundance

for all taxa in the landscape does not continue to improve,

even with continued sampling to greater distances. Pollen

loading coming from beyond the RSAP (i.e. the ‘‘back-

ground pollen’’) is similar at all sites of similar size. This

means that differences in pollen loading among similarly

sized sites represent differences in plant abundance within

the RSAP at individual sites, superimposed on a constant

background pollen component (Sugita 1994, 1998, 2007b).

The RSAP can be estimated using the ERV-model (see

above) and the maximum likelihood method (Parsons and

Prentice 1981; Prentice and Parsons 1983; Sugita 1994;

Broström et al. 2005). The ‘‘likelihood function score’’ (or,

more precisely, the negative value of the support function

for the multinomial distribution function (sensu Edwards
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1972)) for the corrected pollen–vegetation relationship for

all taxa over distance from the sampling point is calculated

using the ERV-models (see above). The RSAP is defined as

the distance at which the likelihood function scores reach

an asymptote (Sugita 1994; see also application example 1

below). There was no standard method for identifying the

distance at which this occurs at the time of the studies

presented below. Therefore, we used visual identification

from a plot of likelihood function scores against distance

(e.g. Sugita et al. 1999; Broström et al. 2005). Because this

method is subjective, a quantitative approach to identify

the position of the RSAP, the ‘‘moving-window linear

regression method’’ was proposed by Sugita (this paper)

and applied by Sugita (2007b) and Hellman et al. (2008c,

2008d, in press). The method is described in detail below.

The RSAP has been quantified empirically in northern

Michigan (Calcote 1995), southern Sweden (Broström

et al. 2005), central Sweden (von Stedingk 2006), Denmark

(Nielsen and Sugita 2005), Switzerland (Soepboer et al.

2007a; Mazier et al. 2008, this volume), and England

(Bunting et al. 2005).

Computer simulation models: POLLSCAPE and its

successor HUMPOL

The POLLSCAPE (Sugita 1994) and HUMPOL (Bunting

and Middleton 2005) computer simulation models allow the

calculation of pollen dispersal and deposition in heteroge-

neous landscapes, and the estimation of pollen assemblages

in lakes or bogs of given sizes. HUMPOL may be described

as a form of POLLSCAPE with greater flexibility, applying

a pixel-based rather than a ring-based approach (see the RS

model above, Sugita et al. 1999) and other algorithms to

extract vegetation data. The two computer simulation

models include Sugita’s (1993) and Prentice’s (1985, 1988)

model options to express pollen dispersal and deposition.

They use PPEs and data on the abundance and spatial dis-

tribution of plant species from simulated hypothetical

landscapes (e.g. Sugita 1994; Davis and Sugita 1996; Sugita

et al. 1999, Bunting et al. 2004; Bunting and Middleton

2005) or from real landscapes (such as satellite images or

vegetation and inventory maps, e.g. Broström et al. 2005;

Mazier 2006; Sugita et al. 1997; Nielsen 2004). The sim-

ulation process has four stages, (1) landscape design

(simulation or extraction from mapped data), (2) extraction

of sample-specific vegetation data relative to chosen loca-

tions, (3) simulation of pollen loading at each location and

(4) the estimation of RSAP by comparing pollen and veg-

etation data for each location using ERV-models (see

above). The various computer programmes used to achieve

each stage are as follows. Stage 1 is carried out using

OPENLAND 2 (POLLSCAPE; Sugita et al. 1999) or

MOSAIC (Middleton and Bunting 2004) to create

hypothetical maps of vegetation distribution; MOSAIC is a

user-friendly alternative to OPENLAND 2 and is more

commonly used within the POLLANDCAL network today.

PolGRID (HUMPOL utility; Middleton, unpublished) can

translate grids produced in commercial GIS packages such

as ArcView into the format required by POLLSCAPE and

HUMPOL. In POLLSCAPE Stage 2 is carried out by

OPENLAND 3 (Eklöf et al. 2004), which extracts the

vegetation data relative to each sample point in the format

needed by POLSIM v3 (Sugita, unpublished). The latter

implements stages 3 and 4 by simulating pollen loading at

each point using the dispersal and deposition models and

carrying out ERV analysis. The program output comprises

modelled pollen counts, likelihood function scores (for

estimation of RSAP) and estimates of PPE and background

component. ERV-v6 is a new version of the programme

written by Sugita (1994) to implement ERV-models.

HUMPOL organizes these stages differently. PolFLOW

(Bunting and Middleton 2005) extracts vegetation data and

simulates pollen loadings at sample points using the dis-

persal and deposition models, and produces an output file

which includes the input data needed for ERV analysis.

Using PolLOG (HUMPOL utility; Middleton, unpublished)

these data can then be extracted from the output file in one

of two formats, either for use in ERV-v6 (Sugita 1994) or

for use in the utility PolERV (HUMPOL utility; Middleton,

unpublished) which is a user-friendly ‘shell’ around Sugi-

ta’s ERV-v6 code for ERV analysis.

POLLSCAPE was originally created to simulate pollen

dispersal and deposition in a closed forest system, assuming

that the dominant agent of pollen transport is wind just

above the canopy. It has been successful in predicting the

RSAP and pollen assemblages in relatively simple, closed

forest systems in USA and Canada (Sugita 1994, 1998;

Calcote 1995; Sugita et al. 1997). POLLSCAPE has also

been shown to function well for simulations using pollen

data from small lakes in the modern cultural landscapes of

southern Sweden (Sugita et al. 1999; Broström et al. 2005)

and the historical A.D. 1850 landscapes of Denmark (Nielsen

2004). However, although POLLSCAPE was capable of

predicting pollen assemblages in this type of vegetation

using simulated landscapes, the model does not incorporate

differences in source height of pollen between trees and

herbaceous plants, differences in air movement and turbu-

lence in landscapes with various degrees of openness, and

differences in surface roughness between forests and open

vegetation. These potential problems have been emphasized

by the authors. There is an obvious need to proceed with

further validation using ‘‘real-world’’ landscapes.

Simulation experiments using POLLSCAPE or HUM-

POL have provided useful insights on the pollen

representation of vegetation in large and small lakes (Su-

gita 1994; Sugita et al. 1999; Bunting et al. 2004; Broström
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et al. 2005; Hellman et al. 2008c, d, in press). In this paper,

we present applications of POLLSCAPE only, as this work

was achieved at a time when the development of HUMPOL

still was in progress.

Examples of applications

The following examples show ways in which members of

the POLLANDCAL group have used different components

of POLLSCAPE to address questions of relevance to their

own research. Together they serve to illustrate a few of the

vast range of possibilities that exist. These studies were

performed during the sponsored period of the POL-

LANDCAL NordForsk network, 2001–2005.

General methods

Table 1 summarizes the major materials, methods and

parameters used in the examples of applications presented

in this paper. When nothing else is specified below,

MOSAIC is used for the landscape simulations,

OPENLAND3 to calculate the distance-weighted plant

abundances, and pollen loadings were simulated in POL-

SIM ve3 using the RS model (Sugita et al. 1999) (examples

1–3) or the Prentice model (Prentice and Parsons 1983)

(examples 4–6) on distance-weighted vegetation data,

assuming the same mean plant abundances beyond the

borders of the landscape as within the landscape. Pollen

sums of 1,000 grains were simulated. Sub-model 3 of the

ERV model (Sugita 1994) was applied to estimate the

RSAP. The RSAP was then estimated by plotting likelihood

function scores derived from the ERV model against

distance from the basin edge, and identifying the asymptote.

Atmospheric parameters follow Sugita et al. (1999) and

wind speed is generally set to 3.0 m s-1, following Tauber

(1965), Prentice (1985), Sugita (1994), Sugita et al. (1999)

and Broström et al. (2004, 2005). Values for PPEs and fall

speed of pollen are from Broström et al. (2004; Table 2)

except in two cases (S. Sugita and K. Hjelle, see below).

Testing model hypotheses and theoretical concepts

Effects of the atmospheric conditions on distance weighting

and on the RSAP (Shinya Sugita)

When plant abundance is properly distance-weighted

for individual taxa, the pollen–vegetation relationship is

linear, and the slope represents the pollen productivity

(Prentice 1985; Sugita 1994; Sugita et al. 1997, 1999)

(see theoretical background above). For the purpose of

distance-weighting, a neutral condition of the atmosphere

Table 1 Type of vegetation data, PPEs and models used in the six

examples of application of POLLSCAPE presented and discussed in

this paper

Choices Example no

1 2 3 4 5 6

Simulated vegetation X X X X

Actual vegetation X X

Calculated pollen loading X X X X X X

Calculated RSAP X X X

PPE from southern Sweden (Broström et al.

2004)

X X X X X

PPE from Norway (Hjelle 1998) X

PPE from Wisconsin and Michigan (Sugita

1994)

X

Prentice’s model (for bogs) X X X

Sugita’s model (for lakes) X X X

Table 2 Pollen productivity estimates (PPEs) and fall speed of pol-

len for 26 NW European plant taxa (from Broström et al. 2004; trees

from Sugita et al. 1999, converted to Poaceae = 1)

Pollen taxa Fall speed PPE

Acer spp. 0.056 1.27

Alnus glutinosa 0.021 4.23

Betula spp. 0.024 8.94

Calluna vulgaris 0.038 4.7

Carpinus betulus 0.042 2.56

Cerealia 0.06 3.2

Comp. SF Cichorioideae 0.051 0.24

Corylus avellana 0.025 1.42

Cyperaceae 0.035 1

Fagus sylvatica 0.057 6.73

Filipendula ulmaria 0.006 2.48

Fraxinus excelsior 0.022 0.67

Juniperus communis 0.016 2.08

Picea abies 0.056 1.77

Pinus sylvestris 0.031 5.71

Plantago lanceolata SE 0.029 12.76

Poaceae 0.035 1

Potentilla type 0.018 2.47

Quercus spp. 0.035 7.60

Ranunculus acris type 0.014 3.85

Rubiaceae 0.019 3.95

Rumex acetosa type 0.018 4.7

Salix spp. 0.022 1.27

Secale cereale 0.06 3.04

Tilia cordata 0.032 0.8

Ulmus glabra 0.032 1.27

SE and PPEs were estimated on the basis of vegetation and pollen

data collected in ancient cultural landscapes of southern Sweden
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is generally assumed. Jackson and Lyford (1999) raised a

question on the validity of this assumption, particularly

when pollen dispersal models are applied to estimate the

spatial scale of vegetation represented by pollen. There-

fore, simulations were designed to show:

1. How the differences in the atmospheric conditions

affect the RSAP

2. How sensitive the pollen dispersal function under the

neutral condition could be as a method to distance-

weight plant abundance and quantify the pollen–

vegetation relationship in a heterogeneous landscape

under different atmospheric conditions.

Methods: Simulation design for the spatial pattern of

vegetation: The OPENLAND2 programme was used to

create a 60 km 9 60 km plot, in which circular patches

of three stand types are randomly distributed in the matrix

dominated by hemlock (Tsuga sp.). The three patch types

and the matrix have specific species composition

(Table 3). Patch type 1 is dominated by maple (Acer sp.),

patch type 2 co-dominated by hemlock and pine (Pinus

sp.), and patch type 3 by birch (Betula sp.). In each patch

and the matrix, the vegetation is assumed to be homo-

geneous. Patch size varies, and the mean size for patch

types 1, 2 and 3 is 15.0 ha (SD = 5.0 ha), 5.0 ha

(SD = 4.0 ha) and 2.0 ha (SD = 1.0 ha), respectively.

The overall proportions of the area covered by the matrix

and patch types 1, 2 and 3 are 0.40, 0.30, 0.20 and 0.10,

respectively (Table 3; Fig. 1).

Pollen loadings and assemblages on a lake of radius

50 m were calculated. The location of the lake was ran-

domly selected in the central portion of the plot, at least

25 km away from the edge of the plot. The same proce-

dure was repeated 30 times to simulate pollen

assemblages at 30 lakes. Pollen productivity and fall

speed of pollen for individual taxa are listed in Table 4.

The pollen productivity of hemlock was fixed at 1.0 and

those of other taxa were adjusted accordingly. Pollen

coming from beyond the plot out to 400 km was calcu-

lated as a regional component. Plant abundance of

individual taxa was estimated at every 5 m from the lakes

out to 1,500 m.

Table 3 Spatial vegetation structure in the landscape and the species composition used for the simulation to compare the RSAP when

atmospheric condition varies

Matrix Patch type 1 Patch type 2 Patch type 3 Overall abundance

Overall proportion in the region 0.40 0.30 0.20 0.10

Mean size (ha) 15 ± 5 5 ± 4 2 ± 1

Tsuga sp. 0.80 0.01 0.45 0.30 0.443

Acer sp. 0.01 0.75 0.01 0.15 0.246

Betula sp. 0.13 0.03 0.05 0.50 0.121

Tilia sp. 0.01 0.20 0.04 0.04 0.076

Pinus sp. 0.05 0.01 0.45 0.01 0.114

The landscape consists of four stand types (the matrix and three patch types). Each stand type has a distinctive stand composition. The spatial

distribution of the constituent taxa is assumed to be homogeneous in each stand type

Fig. 1 Landscape design to simulate pollen deposition on lakes in

example no. 1. Three types of vegetation patches are randomly

distributed in the matrix of a Tsuga sp.-dominated stand. Each stand

type has a distinctive species composition as specified in Table 3.

The simulations assume that species composition in each patch

and the matrix is homogeneous in space. The simulated plot is

60 km 9 60 km. A lake 50 m in radius is placed randomly in the

central portion of the plot, and pollen loading and assemblages of the

five taxa (Tables 3, 4) are calculated using the Ring-Source Model

(Sugita et al. 1999). In total, 30 lakes are simulated independently to

estimate the relevant source area of pollen (sensu Sugita 1994) in this

landscape
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Atmospheric conditions: The parameters representing

the neutral and unstable conditions of the atmosphere

required in Sutton’s dispersal model are as presented in

Table 5. The parameter values for the neutral condition are

from Sutton (1953), and for the unstable conditions #1 and

#2 from Jackson and Lyford (1999). We assume cz = cy

under the unstable conditions after Sutton (1953). Jackson

and Lyford (1999) provided a detailed discussion on the

effects of the atmospheric conditions on the pollen dis-

persal distance using the parameter sets above. The same

sets of parameters are used here to estimate the RSAP in

the hypothetical landscape.

Estimation of RSAP: A moving-window linear regres-

sion method is introduced here to estimate the distance at

which the likelihood function score approaches an

asymptote (Fig. 2; see also the theory review above). This

method fits a straight line to the data points within the

moving-window and tests whether the slope is statistically

different from zero or not. The distance at and beyond

which the slope becomes consistently not different from

zero (P [ 0.05) is defined as the estimate for the RSAP.

This method approximates the slope at a given distance

(i.e. the middle of the moving-window) using regression,

instead of estimating the slope at a point at the distance

using the first derivative of the curve of the likelihood

function score. Therefore, the selected width of the mov-

ing-window will affect the RSAP estimate. We changed the

width of the moving-window from 200 to 400 m to eval-

uate how the shape of the curve of the likelihood function

score and the width selection would interact. The source

code of the programme for this method is written in C++

by Sugita (unpublished).

Evaluation of the pollen dispersal model under the

neutral condition as a method of distance-weighting the

plant abundance: The pollen data were simulated for the 30

lakes in the hypothetical landscape (Fig. 1; Table 3) under

the neutral, unstable #1 and unstable #2 conditions

(Table 5). These pollen data were then used as the input

into the sub-model 3 of the ERV model alongside the plant

abundance data distance-weighted by the RS model under

Table 4 PPEs and fall speed for each taxon used in the simulation,

from Sugita (1994) and Calcote (1995)

Pollen productivity Fall speed of pollen (m s-1)

Tsuga sp. 1.000 0.056

Acer sp. 0.327 0.056

Betula sp. 2.775 0.024

Tilia sp. 0.181 0.032

Pinus sp. 1.078 0.031

Table 5 Values of the

parameters (n, cz and cy)

representing neutral, unstable #1

and unstable #2 conditions in

the simulations

n (empirical constant) cz (diffusion constant

along vertical axis)

cy (diffusion constant

along horizontal axis)

Neutral condition 0.25 0.12 0.21

Unstable condition #1 0.20 0.21 0.21

Unstable condition #2 0.20 0.35 0.35

Fig. 2 Moving-window

regression to estimate the

relevant source area of pollen

sensu Sugita 1994. The relevant

source area of pollen is

estimated as the area within the

distance at which the slope of

the regression line between the

log likelihood function score

from the ERV models and the

distance from the lake shore

becomes consistently not

significantly different from zero

(P [ 0.05) (see text for more

explanations). The width of the

moving-window varies from

200 to 400 m for the analysis

(Table 6)
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the neutral condition (Sugita et al. 1999). These simula-

tions were made to evaluate the biases caused by the

mismatch of the atmospheric conditions assumed in pro-

ducing the pollen data and the distance-weighted plant

abundance data. The RSAP was estimated by the moving-

window regression method described above.

Results: The likelihood function scores show an asymp-

totic pattern under the neutral, unstable #1 and unstable #2

conditions (Fig. 3). Although it fluctuates a little, the

likelihood function score shows no major changes beyond

500 m in all cases. The estimates of the RSAP become

bigger as the width of the moving-window increases from

200 to 400 m, which was expected (Fig. 3; Table 6).

When using a moving window of 300 m, RSAP is

identified at a distance of 430, 435 and 500 m under the

neutral, unstable #1 and unstable #2 conditions, respec-

tively (Fig. 3; Table 6). Pollen dispersal patterns and

distance could be significantly different for individual taxa

under those different atmospheric conditions. For example,

when pine pollen is considered, 50% of pine pollen comes

from within 1,640, 4,720 and 36,000 m under the neutral,

unstable #1 and unstable #2 conditions, respectively [as

indicated in Jackson and Lyford 1999; based on the Pre-

ntice model (Prentice 1985, 1988)]. However, the RSAP in

the heterogeneous vegetation varies between 430 and

500 m under the three conditions, which is relatively a

much smaller difference.

When we use the pollen counts simulated under the

unstable #1 condition and the distance weighted plant

abundance calculated with the RS model under the neutral

condition, the RSAP is estimated at 455 m. This value is

comparable to the estimate, 435 m, under the unstable #1

condition (Table 6; Fig. 3). When the pollen counts under

the unstable #2 condition are used, the RSAP is at 505 m,

also comparable to the estimate, 500 m, under the unstable

#2 condition (Table 6; Fig. 3). These results suggest that

the RS model under the neutral condition is appropriate to

distance-weight the plant abundance. Even when the pollen

data are obtained in the unstable conditions, with those

plant abundance data, the ERV model provides robust

estimates of the RSAP.

The effect of vegetation structure/patterning and

composition on the RSAP (Marie-José Gaillard and Jane

Bunting)

The aim of this experiment is to further test the results

obtained by Sugita et al. (1999) showing comparable

RSAPs for tree- or herb-dominated landscapes with com-

parable mosaic-structures by examining the following

question: How does variation in the size of open-land

patches and in total open land cover affect RSAP?

Methods: Our basic scenario mimics a landscape dom-

inated by common Holocene deciduous trees on drained

soils (Quercus, Ulmus, Corylus: 80% of the landscape), wet

soils (Alnus, Betula: 10%), and dry, sandy soils (Pinus:

10%). Openings within the forested landscape are repre-

sented by typical pasture and hay meadow herbaceous

pollen taxa (Poaceae, Plantago lanceolata and Rumex

acetosa/acetosella). The three tree communities form the

matrix, and the herbaceous ‘‘openings’’ are represented by

Fig. 3 Changes in the log likelihood function score and the estimates

of the relevant source area of pollen under three atmospheric

conditions. Parameters for the atmospheric conditions are listed in

Table 5. Arrows (downwards arrow), unfilled triangles (open inverted
triangle) and solid triangles (filled inverted triangle) show the

estimates of the relevant source area of pollen when the width of the

moving-window is 200, 300 and 400 m, respectively. The grey
horizontal line represents the mean values of the likelihood function

scores between 500 and 1,500 m in each atmospheric condition

Table 6 Estimates of RSAP in three different atmospheric conditions

Moving-window (m) 200 250 300 350 400

Neutral (m) 410 480 500 485 540

Unstable #1 (m) 345 350 435 460 465

Unstable #2 (m) 455 475 540 560 560

The values of the parameters n, cz and cy are listed in Table 5. The

estimates of the RSAP are obtained using a moving-window linear

regression method. The moving-window varies from 200 to 400 m

(see text for more explanations)
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circular patches. A ‘‘reversed scenario’’ mimics a land-

scape dominated by open land in which patches of wooded

vegetation are scattered. In this case, three herb commu-

nities form the matrix, i.e. Poaceae-Plantago lanceolata-

Rumex acetosa/acetosella (80%), Calluna (10%) and Cy-

peraceae-Potentilla (10%), representing pastures and hay

meadows, heaths and wet flushes, respectively. Tree pat-

ches are composed of Quercus, Ulmus and Corylus

(Table 7; Fig. 4). Three sub-scenarios were used: 10, 50

and 80% patches. Each scenario was run for the two sim-

ulated landscapes ‘‘basic’’ (PB-10, PB-50, PB-80) and

‘‘reverse’’ (PB-10-R, PB-50-R, PB-80-R), making a total of

six scenarios. Three replicates of each scenario were cre-

ated, each 20 km 9 20 km in overall area, using 50 m

cells within the grid (i.e. each grid was 400 9 400 pixels

in size). Ten lakes (50 m in radius) were randomly posi-

tioned in the central 4 km 9 4 km block of each replicate,

giving a total of 30 sample points for each scenario.

Vegetation composition was derived in sequential 50 m

wide rings from the lakes out to 2,000 m. Quercus was

used as the reference taxon for ERV-model analysis

wherever possible.

Results: RSAP (Fig. 5) is distinctly greater ([1,000 m)

in the two scenarios with high NAP percentages, PB-10-R

(90% NAP, three communities) and PB-80 (80% NAP,

single community), than in the other four (ca. 750 m). The

landscape structure and model parameters were identical;

therefore these changes are likely to be due to either (a)

biological factors—fall speed of pollen and/or PPEs, or (b)

scattered distribution of some rarer taxa within the

landscape. In our simulated landscapes, variation in the

weighted mean PPEs between simulations (see mean RPP

values in Fig. 5) is the most apparent trend. Lower mean

weighted PPE leads to increased RSAP, if the landscape is

clearly dominated (more than 50%) by species character-

ized by low PPEs.

Estimating RSAP for different lake sizes in the patchy

cultural landscape of southeast Estonia (Anneli Poska and

Siim Veski)

The vegetation cover of the present day patchy cultural

landscape of southeast Estonia consists of an intricate

mixture of different forest types, crop fields and grasslands

with a slight prevalence of woods (Fig. 6). Since the

investigation area is situated at the southern limit of the

boreo-nemoral forest zone, two deciduous tree taxa (Alnus

spp. and Betula spp.) and two coniferous species (Picea

abies and Pinus sylvestris) represent the major part of the

woodlands. The main crops are cereals, while the grass-

lands are dominated by Poaceae.

Methods: In order to know the lake size which best

displays local-scale landscape changes in their pollen

assemblages, and to estimate the area of the landscape

reflected by the pollen record, the RSAP was calculated

for 36 lakes placed randomly in a 50 km 9 50 km plot of

the CORINE (COoRdination of INformation on the

Environment) vegetation map of southeast Estonia. The

vegetation classes used in the CORINE map were

Table 7 Composition of communities in the landscape designs of example no. 2

Community Basic Reversed

2 (80% of matrix) Quercus 70%, Ulmus 20%, Corylus 10% Poaceae 90%, Plantago 5%, Rumex 5%

3 (10% of matrix) Pinus 100% Calluna 100%

4 (10% of matrix) Alnus 50%, Betula 50% Cyperaceae 80%, Potentilla 20%

5 (160 m radius circles) Poaceae 90%, Plantago 5%, Rumex 5% Quercus 70%, Ulmus 20%, Corylus 10%

Fig. 4 Landscape scenarios for example no. 2, created in the

MOSAIC programme according to the characteristics listed in

Table 7 (simplified graphic presentation). To the left, basic scenario,

i.e. matrix (green) of three communities of trees (Quercus, Ulmus,

Corylus: 80%; Alnus, Betula: 10%; Pinus: 10%) with 160 m radius

patches (yellow) of a single herb community (Poaceae, Plantago,

Rumex), PB-10 = 10% herb patches, PB-80 = 80% herb patches. To

the right, reverse scenario, i.e. matrix (yellow) of three communities

of herbs (Poaceae: 80%; Calluna: 10%; Cyperaceae, Potentilla: 10%)

with 160 m radius patches (green) of a single tree community

(Quercus, Ulmus, Corylus), PB-10-R = 10% tree patches, PB-80-

R = 80% tree patches
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simplified and grouped into seven classes (Fig. 6). Six

data sets, with lakes of 50, 100, 250, 500, 1,000 and

2,000 m radius were generated. Vegetation composition

was derived in sequential 100 m wide rings from the

lakes out to 7,000 m.

Results: The simulation results show that the RSAP of

lakes with 50–250 m radius is B2,000 m. Lakes with radii

larger than 500 m were found to represent regional vege-

tation, e.g. the RSAP is larger than the area of mapped

vegetation (Fig. 7). These results agree with the definition

of large lakes in terms of pollen representation of regional

vegetation (Sugita 2007a).

Testing the interpretation of pollen assemblages in

terms of vegetation changes and quantitative vegetation

characteristics

Detection of small Picea populations by pollen analysis

(Thomas Giesecke and Henrik von Stedingk)

Norway spruce (P. abies), one of the most important

Scandinavian forest trees, spread into Sweden after the last

glaciation. The timing of this spread has been under debate,

since evidence from macrofossil data indicating an early

arrival (Kullman 1996) contradicts earlier pollen data

Fig. 5 Likelihood function scores obtained in the six simulations using simplified hypothetical landscapes in example no. 2
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pointing to an arrival around 3000 years B.P. in central

Sweden (Huntley and Birks 1983). Pollen analysis from a

peat profile situated 38 m from one of Kullman’s sites—

where 5,500-year-old spruce remains were retrieved (Ku-

llman 1996)—showed small amounts of spruce pollen in

strata of similar age (Segerström and von Stedingk 2003).

These findings may suggest that spruce was present in

central Sweden long before 3000 years B.P., but in very low

abundances. Simulation experiments can help to under-

stand how spruce stands of different sizes may be

represented in pollen records.

Methods: The hypothetical landscape (Fig. 8) mimics

vegetation in the Swedish Scandes or Finnish Lapland,

where Pinus sylvestris, Betula spp. and Picea abies, grow

in a mosaic landscape rich in mires. Landscapes with

grids of 750 9 750 pixels consisting of a matrix of Pinus

and Betula with stands of Picea covering 5% of the area

were created randomly. Three scenarios were run with

circular Picea stands of different sizes, i.e. with 5, 25 and

100 m radius. The pixel width was set to 1 m in scenarios

1 and 2 (i.e. landscape area of 750 m 9 750 m), and to

4 m in scenario 3 (i.e. landscape area of 3 km 9 3 km).

The same nine fixed sampling points were used in all

grids and the distance to the edge of the nearest Picea

patch was recorded in metres (Fig. 8; Table 8). Simula-

tions were run 20 times for each scenario using the

Prentice’s model. Pollen loadings were simulated at each

m from the sampling points out to the border of the

landscape.

Results: The lowest percentages of Picea predicted in

each simulation experiment are indicated in Table 8, as

well as the percentage of sampling points with a prediction

of [5, [1–5, [0.2–1 and [0.1–0.2% of Picea. Figure 9

shows how fast pollen percentages of Picea drop with

distance from the Picea stand. Sampling points well inside

the Picea stands reached percentages between 20 and 30%

for all stand sizes, while sampling points at the edge of the

5 m radius stands scored values as low as 1.4%. In all three

Fig. 6 Landscape for example

no. 3: Simplified CORINE map

(1:100,000) of southeast Estonia

(27�000E, 57�500N). The

number of vegetation classes of

the CORINE map was reduced

by grouping them into eight

larger classes. The proportion of

a class in the investigated

landscape is given in brackets

Fig. 7 RSAP for different basin

sizes in the landscape of

southeast Estonia (Fig. 6). The

RSAP for lakes with 50–250 m

radii is estimated to an area of

1,500–2,000 m radius
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scenarios the pollen percentages dropped below 1% only a

few metres away from the Picea stand. The drop in Picea

pollen percentages is steepest for small Picea stands and

more gradual for the larger stands. Further simulations

exploring the representation of Picea stands in pollen

records are presented in Giesecke (2005).

Model simulations, landscape reconstruction and

archaeological questions (Kari Hjelle, Catherine Langdon

and Christopher Caseldine)

Archaeologists wishing to understand the environmental

context of sites have consistently looked to palaeoecolo-

gists to provide answers to a number of key questions: what

was the composition and structure of the original landscape

faced by early communities? What was the impact of set-

tlement and agriculture, e.g. what was the size of the

openings utilized for grazing and agriculture, and how were

cultural landscapes actually structured in terms of the

relationship between disturbed and undisturbed vegetation

communities? The simulation approach offers an exciting

opportunity to tackle these questions and provide landscape

scenarios to test against empirically derived palynological

sequences, particularly for specific time slices defined both

Fig. 8 Examples of random landscapes used in the three scenarios of

example no. 4. Note that only a small proportion of the landscape is

shown. Erratum: in scenario 3, the sampling points should be

identical as in scenarios 1 and 2. Radius of Picea patches: 1. 5 m,

2. 25 m, and 3. 100 m

Table 8 Information on the

landscape scenarios used in the

simulations of example no. 4

Scenario r = 5 m r = 25 m r = 100 m

Greatest distance to the edge of a Picea stand (m) 46 192 689

Lowest percentage of Picea in simulations 0.11 0.06 0.03

% of sampling points with [5% Picea pollen 4 6 2

% of sampling points with [1–5% Picea pollen 5 7 2

% of sampling points with [0.2–1% Picea pollen 44 23 11

% of sampling points with [0.1–0.2% Picea pollen 100 73 32

Fig. 9 Percentage of Picea
pollen at the sampling point

plotted against distance from the

sampling point to the edge of a

Picea stand (note: logarithmic

scale); yellow: r = 5 m

(scenario 1), red: r = 25 m

(scenario 2), blue: r = 100 m

(scenario 3)
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by archaeological and palaeoecological evidence. Two

examples show the possibilities of such an approach:

Achill Island: At Achill Island, Western Ireland,

archaeological survey has revealed evidence for human

settlement throughout prehistory. Pollen analysis of a small

basin site (30 m 9 30 m) at Caislean (Fig. 10) provides

pollen assemblages covering the same period from which

landscape modification may be determined. Hypothetical

landscape structures of the surrounding area have been

modelled for a series of time slices. Here, a time slice for

the Early Neolithic (ca. 5000 14C years B.P.) prior to the

first palynological indications of human activity is descri-

bed, concentrating on possible woodland structures. The

site and the period have a number of advantages for testing

the approach: the pollen flora is relatively poor with only a

few major tree and herb taxa (Pinus, Quercus, Ulmus,

Corylus, Poaceae and Calluna); at least 40% of the area

reconstructed, 1 km2, was known to be covered by peat

(Calluna–Poaceae) at the time; pollen input by prevailing

winds from the west may be assumed to be minimal due to

the proximity to the Atlantic. Three different scenarios

were designed for which vegetation structures were as

follows (Fig. 11): (a) large uniform blocks of woodland

and peat arranged around the site; (b) a twofold division

between peat and a homogeneous mix of the other taxa;

and (c) a basically twofold division but the non-peat block

comprises small circles within a matrix. Pollen assem-

blages at a central point in the simulated landscape were

calculated in a single model run for each scenario. The

predicted frequencies for the main taxa are compared to

those derived empirically from the pollen core (Fig. 12).

Overall the circle structure (c) shows the closest fit,

although the block structure (a) produces also a very close

fit. The homogeneous run is most dissimilar, although none

are radically different from the fossil situation.

Sugita (1994), Broström et al. (1998) and Sugita et al.

(1999) have emphasized the importance of background

pollen in determining pollen assemblages. Despite the low

inferred background input in our case, these simulations

were run with a variety of levels of island-based pollen to

estimate the sort of envelope of conditions that could have

Fig. 10 Location of the site

Caislean on Achill Island

(western Ireland; example no. 5)

Fig. 11 Three landscape scenarios (a–c) for example no. 5. See text

for more explanations
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occurred (Fig. 12). The two backgrounds are extreme ends

of the likely envelope from predominantly Pinus to a rela-

tively even homogeneous mix. The results show that, in

general, this background pollen does influence the relative

impact of local taxa (in this case predominantly Calluna)

and makes distinct differences from the fossil data. The

scenario (c) (circle structure) with a background pollen

produced by a homogenous mix of the species shows the

best fit to the empirical pollen assemblage. The next step in

the analysis is to revise the structures shown in Fig. 10 to

see how much these need to be modified to take into account

the background impacts demonstrated, thus narrowing the

sort of landscape structures likely to have existed. Further

experiments of this kind and reconstructions of vegetation

in archaeological contexts were published recently in

Caseldine and Fyfe (2006) and Caseldine et al. (2007a) (see

also Caseldine et al. 2007b, this volume).

The Island Gossen: At the island Gossen in Western

Norway (Fig. 13), archaeological surveys revealed a large

number of settlements from the Stone Age, as well as

traces of settlements from the Bronze and Iron Ages. In the

north-eastern part of the island pollen diagrams from two

sites ca. 400 m from each other show different vegetation

developments from the Early Iron Age onwards. Settlement

areas from the Iron Age with postholes from houses and

plough marks are found on dry, sandy ground close to the

sea (including site A), whereas bogs developed in the

inland region (including site B). Today, site A is covered

by heather, but at a level dated to about A.D. 800, the pollen

assemblage is dominated by Poaceae, Alnus, Betula and

Pinus, whereas Calluna has low pollen percentages. This is

interpreted as meadow/pasture on dry ground surrounded

by forest of Betula, Pinus and Alnus. At site B, the pollen

assemblages dated to A.D. 800 indicate heathland with a

mosaic of Calluna and Cyperaceae.

The landscape scenario (1,500 m 9 1,500 m) used in

the present model experiment is strongly simplified in

terms of vegetation structure and composition. However, it

takes into account topography and humidity characteristics

of the site, and uses archaeological information from the

reconstructed time period (Fig. 14). Only five species were

used in the simulations: Alnus, Betula, Pinus, Calluna and

Poaceae/Cyperaceae. These taxa represent 90 and 83% of

Fig. 12 Model-predicted pollen loadings of six taxa for the three

scenarios in example 5 (Achill Island; Fig. 11) compared with the

empirical pollen data (‘‘actual’’) from the Caislean site (Fig. 10). The

results are presented for three different sets of simulations in terms of

the background pollen component chosen in the model run

Fig. 13 Location of the two sites for the pollen records used in

example no. 5 (Gossen Island, western Norway)
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the empirical pollen assemblages from ca. A.D. 800 at sites

A and B, respectively. The simulations were carried out

using a wind speed of 5 m/s (mean value for the area

today), and a similar regional plant abundance for the two

sites. PPEs are from western Norway (Hjelle 1998) for

Calluna (1.07) and from Sugita et al. (1999) for the AP

taxa. In order to investigate the influence of different PPEs

on the simulated pollen percentages, the Swedish PPE for

Calluna (4.7) (Broström et al. 2004) was also used as an

alternative. Pollen assemblages at sites A and B in the

simulated landscape were calculated in a single model run.

Comparisons of the empirical and simulated/predicted

pollen percentages (Fig. 15) show great similarities.

Although simplified, the hypothetical landscape provides a

more precise picture of the possible vegetation at the end of

the Iron Age. An opening of the forest of 20 m radius

produces a pollen composition quite comparable to the

empirical assemblages from ca. A.D. 800 at site A. Some

patches of Alnus probably existed close to the site as well

as on wet soils and along rivers, whereas Betula and Pinus

dominated drier soils. Calluna heathland may have devel-

oped in a large area surrounding site B. The predicted

pollen assemblages obtained were significantly different

depending on the PPE used for Calluna (Fig. 15). It shows

the importance of testing the reliability of PPEs for dif-

ferent regions (see also Hellman et al. 2008a, b; Broström

et al. 2008, this volume).

A first step towards evaluating simulation and model

performance with empirical data (Sheila Hicks and Jarno

Mikkola)

Pollen deposition has been monitored for 20 years within

the regional forest zones of northern Finland. Vegetation

analyses using air photographs are available for an area of

Fig. 14 Landscape scenario used in example no. 5 (Gossen Island;

Fig. 13). See text for more explanations

Fig. 15 Model-predicted pollen

percentages compared with the

empirical pollen data (‘‘actual’’)

for sites A and B in the

simulated landscape of Fig. 14

using different PPEs for

Calluna, i.e. from Norway

(simulated N) or from S Sweden

(simulated S)
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several kilometres around some of these monitoring sta-

tions. These data (pollen deposition and vegetation data)

can potentially be used to evaluate the POLLSCAPE

model. The Kevo site, in northern Finnish Lapland, is

selected. The regional vegetation is dominated by moun-

tain birch (Betula pubescens ssp. tortuosa) but there are

both local stands of pine in the valleys and isolated pines

on the higher areas (Fig. 16). The site for pollen monitor-

ing is the centre of a small mire (ca. 50 m radius, 0.75 ha)

the surface of which supports sedges and dwarf shrubs.

Methods: The landscape scenario (2 km 9 2 km,

Fig. 17) reproduces as closely as possible the remote-

sensed vegetation analysis in terms of the percentage cover

of the different vegetation classes (but with some classes

combined, Table 9). The simulation was run for a mire of

the same size as the pollen monitoring mire using a wind

speed of 3.6 m s-1 (the average speed at Kevo in June).

Pollen loading for a point in the centre of this mire was

calculated from the simulated data and compared with the

actual pollen loading recorded in the pollen trap (averages

of both the whole 20-year monitoring period and of just the

last seven years, expressed as % of the sum of the seven

relevant pollen taxa: Pinus, Betula, Betula nana, Empe-

trum, Total Ericaceae, Poaceae and Cyperaceae, Table 10).

Results: The largest discrepancies between the simu-

lated and empirical pollen loadings are found for Pinus,

Betula, Total Ericaceae and Poaceae, where Pinus and

Total Ericaceae are underrepresented by the model simu-

lation, while Betula and Poaceae are overrepresented.

Possible causes behind these discrepancies may be (a) the

use of PPEs from southern Sweden that may not be

applicable in northern Sweden, (b) a too simplified simu-

lation where background pollen is not taken into account

(too low values of Pinus), or (c) the model itself.

Discussion, conclusions and prospects

The examples presented above serve to show some ways in

which the model and simulations can be used to test the

effect of various factors on pollen dispersal and deposition,

to explore different scenarios of landscape/vegetation

reconstructions and to refute hypotheses, and how empiri-

cal data can contribute towards evaluating model

performance. The POLLANDCAL network has used the

Fig. 16 Example no. 6:

vegetation map at Kevo

(northern Finland) for a

2 km 9 2 km area centered on

the pollen trap (marked by the

star). On the right: % cover of

each vegetation class within a

circle of 1,000 m radius around

the pollen trap

Fig. 17 Landscape scenario created using MOSAIC for example no.

6 (northern Finland) mimicking the vegetation map of Fig. 16. The

square is 2 km 9 2 km and the pixel size is 5 m. The arrow indicates

the location of the pollen trap

Table 9 Vegetation cover for the landscape scenario in Fig. 17

Vegetation class % Cover within

the 2 km 9 2 km

Pine forest 21.1

Mountain birch woodland + dwarf shrub heath 49.7

Grassland + wet herb and grass mire 1.3

Empetrum heath 5.6

Water 21.1

Unvegetated 1.2
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simulation approach proposed by Sugita (1994) and Sugita

et al. (1999) to focus on two main aspects, the prediction of

pollen loadings and RSAP. Pollen loadings, either at one

point in the centre of a mire or over the entire surface of a

lake, have been calculated from both simulated and real-

world vegetation situations. RSAP has been estimated

under different atmospheric conditions, for landscapes with

different structures and patch size, and for different sizes of

lake.

Methodological issues

In the six examples of application, the size chosen for the

simulated landscape varies a lot, from 1 km 9 1 km in

example 5 to 60 km 9 60 km in example 1, as well as the

number of samples (lakes or bog sites), from 1 in examples

5 and 6 to C30 in examples 1–4. The examples presented

here, nos. 4–6 in particular, are very simple, first experi-

ments that need to be expanded to obtain more useful

results, which was done in the case of examples 4 (Giesecke

2005) and 5 (Caseldine and Fyfe 2006; Caseldine et al.

2007a, b). Modelling results are more reliable when large

simulated or real landscapes (ideally C 50 km 9 50 km)

and a large number of sample sites (ideally C 30) randomly

distributed in the landscape are used for calculation of

pollen loadings and RSAP (see examples 1–3). In that way

the variability in pollen loadings within a landscape can be

assessed, and RSAP estimates are more reliable. In exam-

ples 4–6 the aim was to predict pollen loading or pollen

percentages in simulated landscapes mimicking the real

world as closely as possible. In example 4, landscape plots

of 750 m 9 750 m and 3 km 9 3 km were used, each plot

being created 20 times, each time with a random distribu-

tion of patches, thus resulting in slightly different plots in

terms of spatial distribution of patches and taxa, and in a

very large number of sites (180 per scenario), which is a

fully sufficient number. However, the use of larger land-

scape plots would have been preferable (Giesecke 2005). In

example 5 larger landscape plots corresponding to the size

of the island around the sites (ca. 5 km 9 5 km at Achill

island, and ca. 3 km 9 3 km at Gossen) would have been

more appropriate to use. Moreover, using a number of sites

distributed randomly in the different landscape scenarios

would have provided a range of pollen assemblages for each

scenario instead of a single one, which would have offered a

better basis for assessment of the results. However, alter-

native landscape scenarios should be tested to assess

whether differences in vegetation/landscape structure

would produce significant differences in pollen assem-

blages. Similarly, in example 6, a very large landscape of

50 km 9 50 km, and a large number of samples distributed

randomly within the central part of that landscape, would

have been more appropriate for this simulation experiment,

as well as the inclusion of background pollen from an area

of 400 km around the site (see example 1).

RSAP: what factors do play a role?

In example 3, the results clearly indicate that basin size

plays a major role on the size of the RSAP, as shown

earlier by Sugita (1994). In a mosaic landscape comparable

to that of southeastern Estonia, lakes with radii larger than

500 m will provide pollen assemblages representing the

regional vegetation of an area larger than 25 km 9 25 km,

while lakes with radii between 50 and 250 m will provide

pollen assemblages representing the local vegetation within

a RSAP of radius B2,000 m. Using simulations, Nielsen

(2003) showed that differences in wind speed would not

significantly affect the estimate of the RSAP. The simu-

lation results presented here as example 1 indicate that the

RSAP estimates are robust; they are little impacted by the

differences in the atmospheric conditions. The leptokurtic

nature of pollen dispersal, i.e. a sharp decline near the

source and a long tail, contributes to the results. Back-

ground pollen coming from beyond the RSAP could be

more than 50–60% of the total pollen loading (Sugita 1994;

Calcote 1995). However, as long as the background pollen

loading is consistent among sites, the differences in pollen

record reflect the differences in plant abundance within the

RSAP (Sugita 1994, 1998).

Another important implication of the simulations in

example 1 is that the RS model (Sugita et al. 1999) is

appropriate for distance-weighting plant abundance when a

neutral condition is applied. Even if pollen grains were

dispersed and deposited under the unstable conditions, the

estimates of the RSAP using a stable condition are robust.

This is a very useful information as it would be difficult to

estimate the atmospheric conditions prevailing when the

Table 10 Recorded pollen loading (mean of 20 and 7 years) in Kevo compared with model-predicted pollen loading calculated for a simulated

landscape mimicking the ‘‘real world’’ landscape

Pinus Betula Betula nana Empetrum Total Ericaceae Poaceae Cyperaceae

Average % 20 years 23.2 36.2 4.8 1.4 5.0 0.9 28.5

Average % last 7 years 26.2 32.8 4.8 1.4 9.6 0.6 24.5

Model-predicted pollen loading 13.8 55.6 2.6 2.0 1.1 4.9 19.7
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pollen grains were deposited in the modern or past land-

scape. A clear understanding of the basic assumptions and

limitations of the ERV-models and of the pollen dispersal

models help to improve our ability to estimate the spatial

scale of vegetation represented by pollen and assess the

validity of these models. More modelling studies using a

wide variety of landscapes would be necessary to strin-

gently confirm the results of these simulations.

In example 2, the results suggest that the PPEs of the

species involved might influence the size of the RSAP

when taxa with low or high PPEs are dominating the

landscape, i.e. the RSAP become larger when taxa with low

PPEs (such as most herbs) represent more than 50% of the

landscape. In the case of NW European landscapes, this

would imply that the spatial scale of reconstruction in an

open landscape is larger than in a forested or mosaic

landscape. These results are confirmed by more recent

simulations (Hellman et al. 2008c, d, in press). In land-

scapes characterized by patches of Poaceae in a matrix of

Quercus, Pinus and Alnus, increasing patch size generally

resulted in larger RSAP when Poaceae (PPE 1.0) exceeded

50%, while RSAP did not increase when patches were

represented by a dominance of Calluna (PPE 4.7).

However, other simulations have shown that variation in

PPEs is not the major cause to changes in RSAP. Using the

simulation approach, Sugita (1994) and Sugita et al. (1999)

have shown that the RSAP is affected by the patterning of

vegetation within the landscape, by taxon-specific proper-

ties of the pollen grains, and by the size of the basin from

which the pollen assemblages are extracted. Sugita et al.

(1999) also showed that the number of taxa included in the

landscape did not have a significant effect on the RSAP.

Bunting et al. (2004) further explored the effect on RSAP

of varying taxon parameters and landscape patterning,

using very simple scenarios composed of tree species only.

The simulations suggested that, for basins of given sizes,

and under fixed atmospheric conditions, the RSAP is pri-

marily an expression of patterning of the different

vegetation elements in the landscape. RSAP was largely

independent of the fall speed or relative pollen productivity

of the taxa present in the landscape, which means that the

species involved have a secondary effect on RSAP, at least

where only tree taxa are involved.

In order to test the effect on RSAP of varying patch size

in a mixture of arboreal and herbaceous communities,

Broström et al. (2005) used (1) empirical data extracted

from vegetation inventories in the field and the interpre-

tation of air photos, (2) simulated, simplistic landscapes

mimicking the mosaic open and half-open landscapes of

southern Sweden, and (3) vegetation maps. These experi-

ments also demonstrated a very significant effect of the

vegetation patterning on the RSAP. Sugita et al. (1999)

argued that the large differences in RSAP estimates in the

cultural landscapes of southern Sweden and in the closed

forests of northern Michigan were mostly caused by dif-

ferences in the distribution of the vegetation patches in the

landscapes. Bunting et al. (2004) tested the effect of rarity

on RSAP in forested landscapes by varying the proportion

of a single taxon (Betula). In this experiment, RSAP was

highest when the composition of taxa was more or less

even, and decreased with increasing Betula dominance or

rarity. New simulations were performed recently to further

test the effects of variations in evenness and community

diversity on RSAP (Hellman et al. 2008c, in press). It was

shown that a decrease in landscape evenness, i.e. an

increase in dominance of one taxon when all other taxa are

randomly distributed in the landscape, will often result in

an increase of the RSAP estimates, as will increases in the

total number of taxa included in the landscape. The authors

proposed that landscape structure is the major influencing

factor on the RSAP, i.e. the spatial distribution of the taxa/

patches in the landscape as suggested by Sugita et al.

(1999).

The importance of PPEs and background pollen

A common feature which emerges from the examples

presented in this paper is the importance of PPE values for

estimates of pollen loadings. In example 5 above, the use of

two different PPEs for Calluna makes a significant dif-

ference to the results. In example 6, the results may

indicate that the PPEs from southern Sweden are not

applicable in northern Sweden. This means that there is a

need for PPEs to be calculated for the same species in

different geographical and ecological situations (Broström

et al. 2008, this volume). Consistently patch size and the

structure of the vegetation also stand out as factors which

influence the output of the model in terms of pollen load-

ings, far more than wind speed or species composition

within the vegetation units. Wind speed plays an obser-

vable role but the magnitude of this is not as great as the

effect of PPEs and/or patch size.

Background pollen plays a much larger role than has

previously been assumed. Background pollen is coming

from outside of the RSAP; admittedly this may be ‘extra

local’ or ‘regional’ in the more conventionally used ter-

minology (Jacobson and Bradshaw 1981) and have its

origin closer to the site of pollen loading than the con-

ventionally envisaged ‘long distance transported pollen’.

Thus, the extent to which background pollen can dominate

the pollen loading must always be taken into account.

Detection of small vegetation patches in a landscape

The simulation results in example 4 should be interpreted

with caution in terms of absolute numbers. The model
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treats the trees as pollen sources at ground level, which

explains pollen percentages of already less than 1% 2 m

away from the Picea stand. A change in wind speed can

influence the outcome of simulations as is shown in Niel-

sen (2003) and Eklöf et al. (2004). Increasing the wind

speed would result in reduced Picea pollen percentages for

sampling points inside the Picea stands, and higher per-

centages further away from the stands. The slope of the

curves in Fig. 8 would become gentler with a larger scatter

and the lowest values would be somewhat higher. More-

over, because the PPEs used are from southern Sweden,

this might affect Picea more than Betula and Pinus, since

the flowering cycles of Picea are comparably longer in the

north of Sweden (see Broström et al. 2008, this volume for

PPEs in Central Sweden). Lower PPEs would reduce the

Picea scores on all sampling points regardless of their

distance to the closest stand.

Under the assumptions of the model, and despite the

uncertainties mentioned above, the simulations predict that

it might be difficult to detect small tree populations in a

high pollen-producing landscape. High pollen counts and a

careful examination of very small pollen percentages are

necessary. A scenario with very small stands or single trees

evenly distributed in the landscape has the best chance of

detection, whilst the pollen representation of rare patches

of Picea depends greatly on the distance from the sampling

point to the Picea stand as well as on local wind speeds and

directions.

Quantitative reconstructions of past vegetation and

landscape

The preliminary results from Ireland and Norway

(example 5) demonstrate that the simulation approach

offers an opportunity not just to try to reconstruct what

the past was like, but perhaps more importantly to refute

hypothesized past landscape structures. There will always

be a problem of equifinality, leading to a range of

landscapes providing the same fossil result, but in col-

laboration with archaeologists, palaeoecologists can now

test and if necessary, reject or confirm ideas on openness,

scale of clearance and cultural mosaics, themes that have

been the subject of intense debate for many decades. With

improved data for pollen productivity in different areas,

the approach will provide new possibilities for the

understanding of human impact and the development of

the cultural landscape through time (see also Caseldine

and Fyfe 2006; Caseldine et al. 2007a, b, this volume).

The MSA (Bunting et al. 2007, 2008) is a sophisticated

development of the approach used in this paper, taking

advantage of the GIS technique. It is a promising tool for

mapping past vegetation and landscapes at the local

spatial scale (Bunting et al. 2007; Karlsson 2008). The

MSA does not require using LRA estimates of vegetation

abundance (e.g. Karlsson 2008). However, the MSA and

LRA have the potential to be combined in the future.

They represent—each approach alone or the two

approaches combined—the soundest tools to date for

quantitative reconstructions of past vegetation inferred

from pollen records. Building on the theoretical under-

standing of the factors and mechanisms that affect pollen

representation of vegetation, the LRA is able to estimate

both regional and local abundance of plant species using

fossil pollen assemblages in percentages. The basic

assumptions for the LRA are similar to those listed for

the Prentice–Sugita model (Sugita 1994; see theoretical

background above). Among the parameters used in the

LRA approach, PPE is one of the most important. The

models included in the LRA assume that pollen produc-

tivity is constant through time. Even though the effects of

climate change (Hicks 2001; Broström et al. 2008, this

volume), and changes in species composition, grazing

pressure, and land use (e.g. Hjelle 1998; Broström 2002;

Mazier 2006; Mazier et al. 2008, this volume) might

influence pollen productivity, the assumption is a valid

first approximation in a given region and for periods

characterized by moderate climate changes in a long term

perspective, e.g. Middle and Late Holocene (Broström

et al. 2008, this volume). Some may suggest that the

simulation approach (using POLLSCAPE or HUMPOL),

the LRA, and the MSA are flawed because of the

assumption of constant pollen productivity through time.

Together with Sugita (2007a, b) we argue that, on the

contrary, one of the advantages of using a model-based

approach to vegetation reconstruction is that assumptions

are clearly stated. Thanks to this clarity, the potentials and

limitations of quantitative reconstruction of vegetation can

be objectively evaluated.
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